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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ROTOCONTROL EMT featuring Hybrid Printing
and Finishing at Labelexpo Americas
On stand 331 will be an end-to-end hybrid solution with the ROTOCONTROL DT 2.0 label finishing
machine and Domino’s N610i inkjet label press.

SIEK, Germany (August 9, 2022) – ROTOCONTROL EMT is returning to Labelexpo Americas
with an inline hybrid solution featuring the ROTOCONTROL DT-340 digital label finishing
machine with an integrated Domino N610i label press on stand 331. Labelexpo Americas 2022
takes place in Chicago from 13-15 September.
"With the integration of flexo, die-cutting, and digital inkjet printing, the ROTOCONTROL +
Domino hybrid solution is an advantageous single-pass process meeting all requirements in the
label market,” said Marco Aengenvoort, ROTOCONTROL managing director. “We look forward
to demonstrating this powerful end-to-end hybrid solution at Labelexpo Americas.”
Features of the highly modular hybrid solution
include multiple die-cutting stations, rotary flexo
and flatbed screen printing units, up to seven
colours including opaque white, with 600dpi native
print resolution, combining the productivity of flexo
printing with the flexibility offered by rapid job
change digital technology. The N610i integration
module incorporates Domino’s renowned,
automated, i-Tech intelligent Technology
productivity features for enhanced flexibility and
reliability.

The ROTOCONTROL DT-340 digital
label finishing machine with an
integrated Domino N610i label press

A video slideshow with the range of ROTOCONTROL and ECOLINE finishing machines will
also be featured on stand 331.
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About Rotocontrol EMT GmbH
ROTOCONTROL EMT, a wholly owned subsidiary of EMT International
(www.emtinternational.com), designs and manufactures leading-edge finishing machines for
label inspection, slitting, rewinding, die-cutting, overprinting, digital and booklet printed labels,
for converters in the narrow web industry. Available globally, ROTOCONTROL EMT offers
machines from smaller basic rewinders to feature-rich, sophisticated models with multiple
options featuring S-Drive servo technology enabling maximum web control for the most delicate
film and foil materials.
With facilities in Germany and the USA, ROTOCONTROL EMT maintains the highest level of
product quality through ease of use, absolute control, flexibility with a focus on operator safety
and efficiency. A large customer support team is based at both facilities providing 24x7 remote
service. ROTOCONTROL EMT is the partner of choice in the finishing of label products.
Meet us at the Finish Line
www.rotocontrol.com
www.emtinternational.com
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